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Abstract Due to the free radical scavenger properties of
Tryptamine (TRA), as well as of others indole derivatives, it is
in our interest to explore deeply the stereoelectronic aspects
that would be relevant in their stabilization and antioxidant
activity. In this work the conformational space of TRA was
scanned using molecular dynamics complemented with
functional density calculations at B3LYP/6-31+G** level.
Twenty one conformers of lowest energy were obtained, their
electronic distributions were analyzed at a higher calculation
level, thus improving the basis set (B3LYP/6-311++G**). A
topological study based on Bader’s theory (AIM: atoms in
molecules) and natural bond orbital (NBO) framework was
performed. The study was enriched by a deep analysis of maps
of molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) through a coordi-
nated NBO/AIM analysis. The conformational preferences

were explained by hyperconjugative interactions, which were
revealed by NBO data. Because radical scavenging by indolic
compounds is strongly modulated by their functional residues
our study was related to similar analysis done previously on
Indole and 1H-indole-3-acetic acid (IAA). Therefore, the
conformational space of TRA was studied from a new
perspective focusing on a deep analysis of the geometric and
electronic properties of TRA conformers. The changes of the
electronic distribution introduced by the substituent and the
conformational flexibility of the side chain were addressed.
The results reported contribute to the understanding of the
structure, stability and reactivity of TRA and others indole
derivatives.
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Introduction

The TRA (3-[2-aminoethyl]indole) is an important neurotrans-
mitter, which bears a close structural and chemical similarity to
the neurotransmitter serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine) and to
melatonin (5-methoxy- N-acetyltryptamine), which plays a
key role in the daily behavioral and physiological states of
humans. In all three molecules, the conformational flexibility
of the ethylamine or N-acetyl-ethylamine side chain plays an
important role in its binding to receptor sites.

Furthermore TRA, as others indolic compounds are very
efficient antioxidants, protecting both lipids and proteins from
peroxidation, and it is known that the indole structure
influences their antioxidant efficacy in biological systems [1–
4]. Radical scavenging by indolic compounds is strongly
modulated by their functional residues. All indolamines have
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an heteroaromatic ring system of high electroreactivity and
they only differ in the functional group in their side chain.
These substituents determine to a great extent the reactivity,
potency, and efficiency of radical scavenging activity [5].
There are two possible reaction pathways through which
indolic compounds scavenge free radicals: (1) rapid donation
of the hydrogen atom to a radical form, forming a new
radical, more stable than the initial one (mechanism leading
to the direct N―H bond breaking) and (2) the chain-breaking
mechanism, by which the primary antioxidant donates an
electron to the free radical present in the system (e.g., lipid or
some other radical), leading to indirect H abstraction. In both
mechanisms the N―H bond of the indole ring is the initiator
site for free radical scavenging activity.

There is a wide availability of experimental data on
the conformers of TRA in the gas phase [6–14]. A
variety of spectroscopic techniques combined with super-
sonic expansion, were employed in order to obtain
information on its conformational flexibility. An exten-
sive set of studies of the ultraviolet spectroscopy of jet
cooled tryptamine and other tryptophan derivatives were
carried out in the past identifying a total of seven
conformers [7–11]. Then, experimental studies with
resonant ion-dip infrared and UV–UV hole burning
spectroscopies were combined with density functional
theory (DFT) calculations and nine conformers were
described theoretically [12, 13]. Nowadays the confor-
mational landscape of TRA continues to be investigated
extensively in several electronic states using a variety of
experimental and theoretical methods [14]. To date only
seven different conformers of TRA have been identified
and characterized experimentally.

Due to the free radical scavenger and antioxidant properties
of indole derivatives, particularly of TRA, it is of paramount
importance to explore deeply the stereoelectronic aspects that
would be relevant in their stabilization and antioxidant
activity. In a previous paper we studied the conformational
space of 1H-indole-3-acetic acid (IAA). We explained the
stability order of the conformers, identifying and character-
izing intramolecular hydrogen bonding interactions and
studying geometrical and topological aspects introduced by
the substituent at position 3 [15]. These results were very
useful in the interpretation of Raman and infrared spectra of
the IAA dimer in solid state [16]. In order to relate the effects
introduced by the different substituents on the scavenging
capacity of indole ring, some results from our previous work
[15] will be used in this paper.

The aim of the present paper is to perform a study of the
conformational space of TRA from a new perspective. We
focused on the analysis of the geometric and electronic
properties of TRA conformers and how the substituents and
the conformational flexibility of the side chain introduce
electronic changes in the molecule.

The conformational space of TRA was scanned using
molecular dynamics (MD) calculations and density functional
calculations to optimize the geometry of the lowest-energy
conformers as obtained in the simulations. A rigorous
approach based on Bader´s atoms in molecules (AIM) theory
to detect and characterize hydrogen bond interactions [17, 18],
together with natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis were used
[19]. Molecular electrostatic potentials (MEPs) were obtained
and fully analyzed in light of AIM and NBO results.

Computational details

The study of conformational space was performed by MD
calculations using a module of the HyperChem package
[20]. Several simulations were carried out with the aid of
the MM+force field. The starting geometry was heated
from 0 to 800 K in 0.1 ps.

The system temperature was then kept constant by coupling
the system to a thermal bath with a coupling parameter (bath
relaxation time) of 0.5 ps. After an equilibration period of
10 ps, a 500 ps-long simulation was carried out saving the
molecular cartesian coordinates every 10 ps. The time step for
the simulations was 0.5 fs. The resulting geometries were then
optimized to an energy gradient less than 0.01 kcal mol−1Å−1

at semiempirical level (AM1). The lowest-energy conformers
of the molecules, obtained according to the above method-
ology were further studied by the density functional theory as
implemented by the Gaussian 03 package [21]. Geometry
optimizations were performed using the Becke three param-
eter hybrid functional [22] with the Lee-Yang-Parr correlation
functional [23], a combination that gives rise to the well
known B3LYP method. For all atoms a 6-31+G** basis set
was used. All calculations were performed in gas phase with
the purpose of obtaining the intrinsic properties of indole
derivatives free of solvent effects.

MEPs were obtained in the van der Waals molecule
surfaces using the Gaussian 03 software, and were further
visualized using the MOLEKEL 4.0 program [24].

The topological analysis and evaluation of local proper-
ties were performed with modules of the AIMPAC package
[25], using wave functions calculated at the B3LYP level
and the improved 6-311++G** basis set. An NBO analysis
at the same level was performed [19].

Results and discussion

The backbone of TRA consists of a heteroaromatic planar
indole ring and an aminoethyl side chain (at position 3) which
can adopt several distinct orientations with respect to the ring
defined by three dihedral angles (δ1:C2―C3―C8―C9, δ2:
C3―C8―C9―N10, δ3:C8―C9―N10―Ha) (Fig. 1). Varia-
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tions can give rise to several different conformers. Through
the study of the conformational space in vacuum we found
21 lowest energy conformers with C1 symmetry, which in
stability order were: a) A+G−G+/A−G+G−, b) A+G−G−/
A−G+G+, c) A+TG−/A−TG+, d) A+G+T/A−G−T, e) A+TG+/
A−TG−, f) A+TT/A−TT, g) A+G+G−/A−G−G+, h) CTG−, i)
CG−T/CG+T, j) CTG+, k) CTT and l) A+G+G+/A−G−G− (see
Fig. 2), according to a previous work [15]. They were named
according to IUPAC recommendations, and their existences
were confirmed by the absence of imaginary frequencies in
the vibrational analysis. Nine pairs of them account for
structures of the same energy. They differ in the orientation
of the aminoethyl group with respect to the plane of the
indole ring: one of them with the aminoethyl moiety upward
oriented, Re-face, and the other isomer having the amino-
ethyl moiety downward oriented, Si-face. Each pair shows
torsion angles of opposite sign. In Table 1 relevant internal
coordinates of lowest energy conformers of Re isomers of
TRA are shown. Due to the similarity of the corresponding
electronic distribution we will study only one conformer of
each pair, selecting the conformers in which the aminoethyl
moiety is upward oriented (Re isomers).

At room temperature (298.15 K), the predicted popula-
tions for the conformers, taking into account the DFT
calculated energies with 6-31+G** basis set, were:
25.70%, 17.36%, 10.32%, 10.29%, 8.13%, 8.07%, 6.58%,
4.18%, 3.97%, 2.53%, 2.53% and 0.35% for A+G−G−,
A+TG−, A+G+T, A+TG+, A+TT, A+G+G−, CTG−, CG−T,
CTG+, CTT, and A+G+G+, respectively. Experimentally the
first seven conformers were observed, and our results agree
very well to the experimentally suggested energy ordering
[6]. We described also four conformers unobserved exper-
imentally which showed a relative population less than 6%.

Topology of the electronic charge density function

AIM theory is based on the analysis of critical points (CPs)
of the molecular charge density, ρ. At these points, the

gradient of the electronic density, ∇ρ, is null, and it is
characterized by the three eigenvalues, λi (i=1, 2, 3), of the
∇2ρ Hessian matrix. The CPs are named and classified as (r,
s) according to their rank, r (number of non-zero eigenval-
ues), and signature, s (the three eigenvalues algebraic sum).

Several properties evaluated at the bond CP (BCP) (a
(3,-1) CP) constitute powerful tools to classify a given
chemical structure [17].

The most significant topological local properties at BCPs
for A+G−G+ conformer are shown in supplementary
material: the electron charge density at BCP (ρb), the
Laplacian of the electron charge density (∇2ρb), the three
eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix (λ1, λ2 and λ3), the
ellipticity (ε), the relationship between perpendicular and
parallel curvatures (|λ1|/λ3), and the kinetic energy density
per charge unit (Gb/ρb), for all chemical bonds of the lowest
energy conformers obtained (Tables S1a to S1l).

All BCPs of TRA were characterized by large ρb values,
significant and less than zero ∇2ρb values, |λ1|/λ3>1 and
Gb/ρb<1, which means that negative curvatures predomi-
nate and electron charge is locally concentrated within the
interatomic region, thus leading to interaction character-
istics of covalent bonds.

Table 2 summarizes the changes in geometric parameters
and topological properties introduced in the indole ring
when it was substitued at position 3 with acetyl (IAA) and
aminoethyl (TRA) moieties. The percentage values take
into account the averaged differences of the values from
eight conformers (six of them Si-face) of IAA and 12
conformers (nine of them Si-face) of TRA with respect to
Indole, calculated from

%ΔxIAA;TRA ¼ xðIAA; TRAÞ � xðIndoleÞ
xðIndoleÞ � 100: ð1Þ

It was noted that the two rings (benzenic as well as
pyrrolic) showed changes in bond lengths and topological
properties.

In IAA as in TRA, ring A showed higher changes than
ring B. In IAA was observed a shortening of the N1―C7a,
N1―C2 and C3a―C7a bonds and a lengthening of the
C2―C3 and C3―C3a bonds. Consequently an increase of
ρb was found in BCPs of the N1―C7a, N1―C2 and
C3a―C7a bonds and a decrease in BCPs of the C2―C3

and C3―C3a bonds. The N1―C2, C2―C3 and C3―C3a

bonds showed a significant increase of the ellipticity.
A lengthening of the N1―C2, C2―C3 and C3―C3a

bonds and a slight shortening of the N1―C7a and C3a―C7a

bonds were found in TRA. As expected, the ρb values
showed a decrease in BCPs of the N1―C2, C2―C3 and
C3―C3a bonds and an increase in BCPs of the N1―C7a

and C3a―C7a bonds. The N1―C2, C2―C3, C3―C3a bonds

Fig. 1 Heteroaromatic planar indole ring and an aminoethyl side
chain of TRA backbone. Dihedral angles (δ1: C2―C3―C8―C9, δ2:
C3―C8―C9―N10, δ3: C8―C9―N10―Ha) defines distinct orienta-
tions of aminoethyl side chain with respect to the ring
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showed a significant increase of the ellipticity. Ellipticity
measures the extent to which density is preferentially
accumulated in a given plane containing the bond path. If
λ1=λ2, then ε=0, and the bond is cylindrically symmetric,
e.g., a C―C single bond in ethane, and a triple bond in
acetylene. From the differences found with respect to
Indole, our results showed that the acetyl and aminoethyl
moiety induced a slight loss of symmetry in the electronic
distribution of nearest bonds. An electron-releasing effect
transmitted toward the closer bonds (C2―C3 and C3―C3a)
is expected in both cases. However, the effect of the
aminoethyl substituent seems to be higher over N1―C2

bond (nearest to the pyrrolic nitrogen). These observations
can be interpreted as higher hyperconjugation effects in ring
A of IAA and TRA.

Both in IAA and in TRA, was observed that the
substituents produced slight changes on ring B. According
to topological properties, both in IAA and in TRA, the
values of ε in CPs of the C4―C5 and C6―C7 bonds were
around 0.237 and the values of ε in CPs of the C3a―C4,
C5―C6 and C7―C7a bonds were around 0.196. Taking into

Table 1 Relevant internal coordinates of lowest energy conformers of
TRA calculated at the B3LYP/6-31+G** level of theorya,b

Conformers ΔE Dihedral angles

δ1 δ2 δ3

A+G−G+ 0 103.2 −64.0 64.5

A+G−G− 0.23 104.3 −62.8 −61.1
A+TG− 0.54 102.4 178.5 −60.6
A+G+T 0.54 95.0 65.6 174.6

A+TG+ 0.68 103.7 176.5 66.6

A+TT 0.69 104.0 −179.5 174.1

A+G+G− 0.81 86.6 61.8 −57.6
CTG− 1.11 0.0 180.0 −59.6
CG−T 1.07 30.1 −66.5 179.3

CTG+ 1.37 −2.3 179.0 66.3

CTT 1.37 2.3 −179.0 174.5

A+G+G+ 2.55 114.6 83.3 74.4

aΔE are expressed in kcal mol−1 and dihedral angles in degrees
b Only Re isomers are shown

Fig. 2 Twelve most stable conformers of TRA. According to IUPAC
recommendations the first letter characterizes the orientation of the C9

atom relative to the central C3―C8 bond, the second letter describes

the C3―C8―C9―N10 angle, and the third letter specifies the
orientation of the Ha relative to the central C9―N10
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account these values of ellipticity and those corresponding
to ethane, benzene and ethene considered as references and
calculated at the same level of theory (0.000, 0.200 and
0.332, respectively), higher character of double bond was
observed in C4―C5 and C6―C7 bonds than in C3a―C4,
C5―C6 and C7―C7a bonds. Interestingly, in Table 2 it can
be seen that the bonds of higher (lower) ellipticity in Indole
showed decrease (increase) of ε values in IAA and TRA.
Therefore the changes introduced on ring B in IAA and
TRA by the side chain indicated that in both cases there
was a tendency to the equalization of the bond ellipticities
(resonance effect).

Consequently, our results showed an increase of hyper-
conjugative and conjugative effects in the whole indole ring
both in IAA as in TRA with respect to Indole and could be
related to the higher antioxidant effectiveness in vitro of
TRA [26, 27].

The AIM analysis allowed us to identify and characterize
intramolecular hydrogen bonding (HB) interactions: a)
N10···H―C2 (CG

−T) and b) N10···H―C4 (A
+G+G+). These

H-bonds close six membered (in CG−T), and seven-
membered (in A+G+G+) rings respectively and are accom-
panied by the appearance of ring critical points (RCPs), as
required to fulfill the Poincaré-Hopf relationship [17].
Local topological properties calculated in the respective
BCP and ring critical points (RCP) are displayed in Table 3.

All these particular HBs were described by relatively low
ρb values, ∇2ρb>0, |λ1|/λ3<1 and Gb/ρb<1. They were
classified as closed shell interactions.

Although both conformers presented hydrogen bonding
interactions of similar strength, in CG−T conformer this
interaction was characterized by a high ellipticity. The
ellipticity value also is a measure of the structure stability
[17]. A higher value of ε indicates a BCP near to coalesce
with the corresponding RCP, which signifies the breaking
of the bond. Our results indicate a less stable HB in CG−T
than in A+G+G+.

NBO analysis

The NBO analysis provides energies of hyperconjuga-
tive interactions from the second-order perturbation
approach:

Eð2Þ ¼ �ni
F2
ij

"j � "i
; ð2Þ

where Fij is the Fock matrix element between the i and j
NBO orbitals, εj and εi are the energies of i and j NBOs,
and ni is the population of the donor i orbital. Thus two
main terms controlling the magnitude of a i→ j hyper-
conjugative interaction namely: the difference in energy

Table 2 Bond lengths and topological properties at bond critical points (BCPs) for Indole, IAA and TRA calculated at the B3LYP/6-311++G**
level of theorya,b

x Bond length ρb ε

Bond Indole %ΔxIAA %ΔxTRA Indole %ΔxIAA %ΔxTRA Indole %ΔxIAA %ΔxTRA

Ring A N1―C7a 1.382 −0.04 −0.14 0.298 0.13 0.47 0.120 −0.82 −0.58
N1―C2 1.384 −0.26 0.11 0.296 0.45 −0.35 0.144 2.99 5.56

C2―C3 1.372 0.14 0.28 0.320 −0.19 −0.38 0.331 6.67 4.10

C3―C3a 1.439 0.34 0.49 0.282 −0.60 −0.96 0.166 6.75 2.68

C3a―C7a 1.425 −0.15 −0.08 0.298 0.38 0.20 0.201 0.84 −0.09
N1―H 1.007 0.00 −0.02 0.340 −0.02 0.01 0.050 0.23 1.69

C2―H 1.081 −0.02 0.06 0.284 0.14 −0.20 0.041 0.41 6.89

Ring B C3a―C4 1.408 −0.02 0.01 0.299 −0.07 −0.08 0.182 0.01 0.05

C4―C5 1.391 0.02 0.03 0.309 −0.07 −0.09 0.238 −1.21 −0.86
C5―C6 1.413 −0.04 −0.03 0.297 0.15 0.13 0.191 0.03 0.52

C6―C7 1.392 −0.01 −0.06 0.308 0.03 0.04 0.240 −0.58 −0.23
C7―C7a 1.401 −0.05 −0.02 0.303 0.16 0.13 0.215 0.05 −0.04
C4―H 1.087 −0.04 −0.03 0.279 0.31 0.17 0.021 −3.54 −1.75
C5―H 1.086 −0.01 0.00 0.280 0.09 −0.02 0.025 −1.01 1.68

C6―H 1.086 −0.01 0.00 0.280 0.07 −0.01 0.023 −2.22 −0.53
C7―H 1.087 −0.02 0.00 0.278 0.06 −0.01 0.026 −0.82 0.12

a ρb, is expressed in a.u. and bond lengths in Å
b %Δ is the percentage difference relative to Indole for averaged values of eight conformers of IAA and for averaged values of 12 conformers of
TRA
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between the interacting orbitals (the ΔE=εj - εi term) and
the magnitude of the Fock matrix element, Fij, which
varies in parallel to the overlap matrix element, Sij [28].

An NBO analysis allowed us to investigate which orbital
interactions are mainly involved in the stability of the
observed conformers. Table 4 shows summations of second
order stabilization energies (E(2)) related to bonds of the
side chain: C3—C8, C8—C9 , C9—N10 and the lone pair of
nitrogen (LPN10), which describe charge delocalization
effects thus explaining the stability order of the described
conformers. The orbital interactions which involve the N10

lone pair were relevant (LPN10→σ*); in fact in A+G+G−,
CTG−, CG−T, CTG−, CTG+, CTT and A+G+G+ conformers
were enough to explain the stability order. The summations
of the second order stabilization energies involved several
charge delocalizations. The charge transference in which
the lone pair delocalizes toward a trans bonding orbital
always was the relevant one. The higher values were found
in A+G+G− and CTG− where the trans bonding orbital
(acceptor orbital) corresponds to a C—C bond (σ*C—C).
The remaining conformers showed lower values because the
trans bonding orbital corresponds to a C—H bond (σ*C—H),
thus showing C—C antibonding orbitals as better acceptor
than C—H antibonding orbitals [28].

In A+TG−, A+G+T, A+TG+ and A+TT the consideration
of transferences from C3—C8 and C8—C9 bonding orbitals

were also needed to explain their stability order. Finally in
A+G−G+ and A+G−G− the transferences from C9—N10

bonding orbital were required thus showing how the better
delocalization of electronic charge is related to higher
stabilization of the structure.

To analyze in depth the stereoelectronic effects that
operate in TRA we classified the conformers under study
into four groups according to the position of the amino
group relative to the indole ring: gauche on the pyrrole
(group G−), gauche on the phenyl (group G+) or anti related
to indole ring (groups T and T´), see Fig. 3.

The conformers belonging to the same group share a
common configuration relative to the C8―C9 bond. For
example the A+G−G+, A+G−G− and CG−T conformers have
in common the dihedral angle δ2 (clinal array), with the
aminoethyl group oriented toward the pyrrole (Table 1).

Relevant NBO second-order stabilization energies for
the group G−, are shown in Table 5. The charge trans-
ferences related to the electronic delocalization between
indole backbone and aminoethyl moiety are reported.
Strongest charge delocalization in A+G−G+ was found
which explains their higher stability (see also Fig. 4a where
the black squares represent the summation of relevant
transferences inside each group, while the red circles
correspond only to delocalization from C3—C8 bonding
orbital toward a trans antibonding orbital). Moreover,

Table 3 Topological properties at bond critical points (BCPs) for hydrogen bonds in conformers of TRA calculated at the B3LYP/6-311++G**
level of theory. Relevant topological properties at (3, +1) BCPs for the corresponding pseudo-rings are also reporteda

BCP Conformers H-bond Distance ρb ∇2ρb λ1 λ2 λ3 ε Gb/ρb |λ1|/λ3

(3,-1) CG−T H2····N10 2.560 0.011 0.036 −0.010 −0.008 0.054 0.199 0.678 0.183

A+G+G+ H4····N10 2.561 0.011 0.030 −0.010 −0.009 0.049 0.072 0.603 0.201

(3,+1) CG−T H2····N10 – 0.009 0.043 −0.005 0.012 0.036 –

A+G+G+ H4····N10 – 0.005 0.022 −0.002 0.009 0.015 –

a ρb, ∇2 ρb, Gb/ρb, λ1, λ2, λ3 are expressed in a.u. and distance in Å

Table 4 Summation of second-order stabilization energies, E(2), for relevant donors of TRA conformers calculated at the B3LYP/6-311++G**
level of theorya

Donor Σ E(2)

A+G−G+ A+G−G− A+TG− A+G+T A+TG+ A+TT A+G+G− CTG− CG−T CTG+ CTT A+G+G+

LP N10 10.01 12.6 12.25 10.16 9.89 9.81 12.74 12.01 9.96 9.84 9.84 9.56

σC3—C8 9.21 8.31 9.41 9.17 9.05 8.69

σC8—C9 6.67 4.98 4.86 6.84 6.55 6.41

Σ 26.52 26.17 25.49 24.91

σC9—N10 1.19 0.88

Σ 27.08 26.77

a All values are expressed in kcal mol−1
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similar trends were found in the other groups (G+, T and T´)
thus explaining the stability order in each case (Table S2a,
S2b and S2c and Fig. 4b, c and d).

Moreover, we found that specific charge delocalization
from C3—C8 bonding orbital toward the side chain plays a
relevant role in the stabilization of the structures inside each
group. In fact, it is interesting to note for example that in
group G− the σC3—C8→σ*C9—Hb transference is related to
the trend found in Table 5 (see red circles in Fig. 4a). The
E(2) values were proportional to Fij term (0.032, 0.031 and
0.029 a.u. in A+G−G+, A+G−G− and CG−T, respectively).
These delocalization were associated to δC3—C8—C9—Hb

dihedral angle (177.9°, 175.2° and 168.7° for A+G−G+,
A+G−G− and CG−T, respectively) thus allowing us to
propose an increased orbital overlap due to the increase in
δC3—C8—C9—Hb dihedral angle (better overlapping when the
bonds are antiperiplanar to each other). Similarly, we found
that in group G+ the σC3—C8→σ*C9—Ha transference plays
a similar role (see red circles in Fig. 4b). We also found that
in T and T´groups the σC3—C8→σ*C9—N10 transferences
explain the stability order (see circles in Fig. 4c and d).

Finally we found higher variations of molecular energies for
conformers inside clinal groups (where the relevant charge
transfers went toward C9—H bonds). In anti groups the
different conformers differed only slightly in energy (where
the relevant charge transfers go toward C9—N10 bonds).
These results indicated a higher sensitivity to conformational
changes in C9—Ha and C9—Hb bonds than in C9―N10 bond.

AIM/NBO study of molecular electrostatic potential
electrostatic potential

The molecular electrostatic potential (V(r)) have been used
extensively for interpreting and predicting the reactive
behavior of a wide variety of chemical systems in both
electrophilic and nucleophilic reactions, in the study of
hydrogen bonding interactions and in biological recognition
processes [29–32] and can be determined experimentally by
diffraction techniques or obtained by computational meth-
ods [29].

This paper uses the procedure proposed by Politzer et al.
[29] for predicting sites targeted for electrophilic attack in
the regions of negative V(r) values, together with some
NBO and AIM results in light of the complementarities of
these different theoretical tools.

The nitrogen atoms are sites that exhibit the highest
concentration of charge (Fig. 5). The N10 has the highest
negative V(r) (−59.90 kcal mol−1), meanwhile the N1 has a
lower negative V(r) (−41.01 kcal mol−1). At C5 we also
found negative electrostatic potential (−28.42 kcal mol−1).
The latter, indicates activation to electrophilic attack also at
position 5 in ring B of TRA. These findings could be
related to the antioxidant properties of indole derivatives.

Fig. 3 Scheme of groups G+, G−, T and T´ which ones differ in the
dihedral angle δ2. R designates conformers with indole ring at right
angles to the C8―C9 bond and R´ designates conformers with indole
ring parallel to the C8―C9 bond

Table 5 Second-order stabilization energies, E(2), calculated at the
B3LYP/6-311++G** level of theory for donation transferences related
to the group G−a

Donor Acceptor E(2)

A+G−G+ A+G−G− CG−T

LPN10 σ*C2—H – – 0.86

σ*C8—C9 0.90 8.95 0.77

σ*C9—Ha 7.79 1.65 1.32

σ*C9—Hb 1.32 1.29 7.01

σC3a—C3 σ*C3—C8 1.71 1.36 1.71

σ*N1—C2 1.00 0.97 1.03

σC2—C3 σ*C3—C8 2.13 1.83 2.22

πC2—C3 σ*C8—C9 3.69 3.67 0.69

σ*C8—Ha 2.15 2.24 1.16

σC3a—C7a σ*C3—C8 5.11 5.03 5.09

σC3—C8 σ*C3a—C7a 1.61 1.56 1.61

σ*C2—C3 2.47 2.08 2.60

σ*C9—Hb 1.27 1.17 1.06

σC8—C9 σ*C2—C3 1.38 1.41 –

π*C2—C3 2.60 2.74 0.52

σ*N10—Hb 1.88 – –

σC9—N10 σ*C8—Ha 1.19 0.88 1.12

σC8—Ha σ*C2—C3 3.61 3.54 4.87

π*C2—C3 2.46 2.54 1.29

σC8—Hb σ*C3—C8 5.42 5.48 –

σC9—Ha σ*C8—Hb 2.70 2.81 2.89

σC9—Hb σ*N10—Ha 3.19 – –

σ*N10—Hb – 3.33 –

σN10—Ha σ*C8—C9 – – 2.81

σ*C9—Ha – 2.34 –

σ*C8—Hb 2.21 – –

σN10—Hb σ*C8—C9 2.85 – –

σ*C9—Ha – – 2.27

σ*C9—Hb – 2.32 –

Σ 60.64 59.19 42.90

a All values are expressed in kcal mol−1
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In previous works [15, 33, 34] we showed that
coordinated analysis of NBO and AIM results allowed to

rationalize new aspects of the potential created in the space
around a molecule. Following the same line of reasoning

Fig. 4 Second order energies for relevant NBO stabilization energies for the groups G− (a), G+ (b), T (c) and T´ (d) vs. relative conformational
energies (black squares). Second order energies for σC3—C8→σ*C9—Ha/ Hb/N10 transferences vs. relative conformational energies (red circles)

Fig. 5 MEPs for A+G−G+ con-
former of TRA and Indole.
Values in a.u
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we found in TRA that the negative V(r) values on nitrogen
atoms that comprise a hydrogen bond (atom of the acceptor
moiety) become less negative (higher) than the V(r) values
of those nitrogen atoms that do not comprise it. The
positive V(r) values on hydrogen atoms of the N···H
hydrogen bridge (belonging to the donor C―H moiety)
become less positive (lower) than the other hydrogen atoms
of the benzene ring (Fig. 6). In fact, N···H intramolecular
weak interactions, and their marked directionality were
characterized by the asymmetrization of the V(r) distribu-
tion on hydrogen atoms of the bridge, which is clearly
defined by the neighbor nitrogen (Fig. 6). Thus, through an
AIM/NBO point of view of the MEPs, the analysis of
intramolecular N···H hydrogen bonds can be enriched,
showing a V(r) value increase on the atom that belongs to
the acceptor moiety, while a V(r) value decrease on that of
the donor moiety, in agreement with the electrostatic
potential complementarily between positive regions of H-
donor groups and negative regions of the H-acceptor atom
found in intermolecular H-bonds [35]. These features were
reported previously in other systems for O···H hydrogen
bonds [15].

A+G+G+ conformer, which is the more destabilized,
showed negative potential on a higher extended area on
benzene ring (Fig. 7 (A+G+G+)) which is near the negative
region on N10. Therefore, this feature of MEP is an
indicator of the instability of this conformer with respect
to the others and justifies why this conformer was not
observed experimentally. In fact, in this conformer the
nitrogen lone pair points in toward the indole π-cloud,
which destabilizes these minima with respect to the others
[6]. Figure 7 also allows us to describe the changes on
negative V(r) values on N1. Interestingly, through NBO
analysis we found that the difference between charge
transfers toward the N1—H bond and reverse charge
transfers that remove charge from the N1—H bond are
related to the extension of the region of higher negative V(r)
value on N1 (4.88, 4.87 and 4.99 kcal mol−1 in A+G−G+,
A+G−G− and CG−T respectively and 4.89, 4.88 and

5.02 kcal mol−1 in A+G+T, A+G+G− and A+G+G+ respec-
tively). In fact, the larger the net transferred charge to N1

region, the larger the region of higher negative value of V(r)
in it. In Fig. 5 similar features both in Indole and A+G−G+

conformer of TRA can be observed on N1 and in fact the
net transferred charge was similar in both cases
(4.88 kcal mol−1).

MEPs of the conformers of the group T (A+TG−, A+TG+

and A+TT) are shown in Fig. 8. Changes on negative V(r)
values on N10 can be observed. In fact, the negative values
of V(r) on N10 in A+TG− conformer (−41.01 kcal mol−1)
become less negative (higher) than V(r) on N10 in the other
conformers (≈−53.61 kcal mol−1). Interestingly, a higher
hyperconjugative delocalization from the LPN10 was found
(see Table 4). Similar behavior of MEPs was reported
previously in IAA in connection with the donor role of C—
H bonds [35]. The higher donor ability of LPN10 in A+TG−

was found for LPN10→σ*C8—C9 transfer which can be
related to the trans orientation of LPN10 with respect to
C8―C9 bond thus improving the electron delocalization. In
A+TG+ and A+TT the acceptor orbitals corresponded to
C—H bonds (σ*C—H), thus showing C―C antibonding
orbital is a better acceptor than C―H antibonding orbital.
A similar behavior was observed for A+G−G− in group G−

and for CTG− in group T´ (Figs. S1 and S2, respectively)
thus showing that, given a similar electric environment, the
better LPN10 donor role is associated to a less negative V(r)
on N10 .

Conclusions

The study of conformational space of TRA was performed
in vacuum thus describing intrinsic properties, deepening in
the analysis of the geometric and electronic properties and
how the conformational flexibility of the side chain
introduces electronic changes in the molecule. The results
reported contribute to the understanding of the structure,
stability, and reactivity of TRA and others indole deriva-

Fig. 6 MEPs for A+G+G− and
A+G+G+ conformers of TRA.
With vertical line a hydrogen
atom not involved in intramo-
lecular H-bond is indicated and
with oblique line a hydrogen
atom involved in intramolecular
H-bond is shown. Values in a.u
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tives. Twenty one lowest energy conformers with symmetry
C1 were characterized and thoroughly analyzed. The first
seven more stable conformers were previously observed
experimentally and we described also four conformers
unobserved experimentally which present a relative popu-
lation less than 6%.

The NBO analysis showed the occurrence of orbital
interactions (mostly hiperconjugation) which play a rele-
vant role to stabilize the conformers. The orbital interac-
tions which involve the N10 lone pair were relevant
(LPN10→σ*).

To analyze in depth the stereoelectronic effects that
operate in TRA we classified the conformers under study
into four groups according to the position of the amino
group relative to the indole ring: gauche on the pyrrole
(group G−), gauche on the phenyl (group G+) or anti related
to indole ring (groups T and T´). We found that specific
charge delocalizations from C3—C8 bonding orbital toward
the side chain play a relevant role in the stabilization of the
structures inside each group. The structural factors of
molecular geometry which explain the better charge
delocalization effects were found and described.

Fig. 8 MEPs for A+TG−, A+TG+ and A+TT conformers of TRA. Changes on negative V(r) values on N10 can be observed: the negative values of
V(r) on N10 in A+TG− conformer (oblique line) become less negative (higher) than V(r) on N10 in the other conformers. Values in a.u

Fig. 7 MEPs for A+G−G+, A+G−G−, CG−T, A+G+T, A+G+G− and A+G+G+ conformers of TRA. Oblique lines indicate the changes at C5. Values
in a.u
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Through the MEPs the sites targeted for electrophilic
attack were predicted and analyzed. Moreover, the coordi-
nated analysis of MEPs and NBO and AIM results for
conformers under study, also allowed us to rationalize some
aspect of the potential created in the space around a
molecule. In fact, we showed features of MEP as an
indicator of:

– The N···H intramolecular weak interactions, and their
marked directionality.

– The instability of A+G+G+ conformer with respect to
the others.

– The higher charge tranferences toward N1 region.
– The larger donor ability of lone pairs of N10 in

hyperconjugative transferences.

Through an AIM analysis we characterized the expected
intramolecular interactions as covalent bonds and also we
identified and characterized the intramolecular hydrogen
bonding interactions N10···H―C2 and N10···H―C4 in
CG−T and A+G+G+ respectively.

The changes in geometric parameters and topological
properties introduced in the indole ring by substitution at
position 3 with acetyl (IAA) and aminoethyl (TRA)
moieties were quantified. It was noted that the two rings
(benzenic as well as pyrrolic) showed changes in bond
lengths and topological properties. From the differences
found with respect to Indole, our results showed that the
acetyl and aminoethyl moieties produce an increase in the
effectiveness of hypercongugative and conjugative inter-
actions. The higher charge delocalization effects found in
IAA and TRA could be related to an improved stabilization
of the cation radical or the radical generated in the free
radical scavenging process.

The reported study of the conformational space in
vacuum to describe intrinsic properties is a relevant first
step in the description of the reactivity of TRA in aqueous
solution and in the study of their IR and Raman spectrum
which are in progress in our laboratory.
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